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Abstract
The paper examines the efficiency of bankruptcy forecast models in the Hungarian SME sector. 
We also try to construct own models using discriminant-analysis, logistical regression’s, and neu-
ral network methods, based on a random sample, what we try to validate on a second sample.

It has been proved that our own model can only be applied on the first sample with an outstand-
ing result. It has also been proved that complicated statistical solutions themselves are not always 
applicable; there is a need for the expertise of an experienced economist.

The research, of course, does not say that the bankruptcy-forecast methods used in literature 
have lost their trustworthiness completely. It just draws the attention to the fact that the eco-
nomic circumstances of Hungarian SMEs can’t be compared to that of big foreign companies. 
Therefore, the results of the indexes developed to the large enterprise sector cannot help accu-
rate decision making in case of SMEs. Huge narrowing of the complexity of economic charac-
teristics may lead to false results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Small and medium sized enterprises have got into the centre of interest in the past two dec-
ades. There have been several researches in literature to prove their importance regarding the 
economic growth, creating workplaces and innovation, too (Szerb 2008, Antal-Pomázi 2011, 
Némethné 2010, Nyitrai 2011). Their initial successes in the whole economy, in producing in-
come and improving employment created growing competitive opportunities for SMEs with the 
anticipation of market growth. After the economic crisis in the years 2008-2010, the develop-
ment of the SMEs came to a halt. The possibility of further change of the size-structure, the de-
crease of employment figures, the slackening of the development and innovation opportunities 
and the internal instability pushed the efficiency in the background. Although both international 
literature and home research have proved in several cases that small and medium sized enter-
prises could create the possibility of growth in domestic economy, and the chance for recovery 
from the current economic situation.

However, several enterprises have gone bankrupt or got onto the brink of bankruptcy instead.

The primary aim of the publication is to investigate some bankruptcy-forecast models’ efficiency 
on a random sample of Hungarian SMEs.

It is probable that even using proper statistical methods it is not possible to create an index figure 
that can be used to forecast bankruptcy more accurately in connection with the changes of the 
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Hungarian sector of SMEs. It can be approved is that even indexes available in the literature are 
not able to forecast the bankruptcy with the necessary efficiency. Regarding the examined sector, 
the complex synthesis of efficiency indexes cannot create a model to forecast the probability of 
bankruptcy (risk of bankruptcy) more accurately. 

We can declare that neither the current bankruptcy-models nor the created ones can be used to 
forecast the bankruptcy situation even with the use of data from the previous year. We cannot 
create an universal model that would be able to take the change of the public available company-
data into consideration and to adapt to the examined sector’s less uniformed characters.

2. shORT sUmmaRy OF The RegaRDINg lITeRaTURe
The great depression of the 1930s changed the balance of forces and stigmatized the activities of 
the enterprises, so the vast majority of the research concentrated on creating crisis management 
models and their applicability (Figure 1) that are able to forecast the problem of the insolvency 
in advance in the long run.

Fig. 1 – History of the bankruptcy models. Source: Imre (2007).

Considering any model, applying a proper combination of economic (Herczeg-Juhász 2010), fi-
nancial (Bíró et al. 2007) and profitability indexes (ratios, indicators) (Illés, 2008) coming from the 
companies’ reports and the finance-accountancy statements it is possible to forecast a predicted 
bankruptcy within a couple of years. Connections between bankruptcy and the set of the indexes 
can be explored by the help of the statistical analyses. However, it is very important that in case of 
any indicator or model, we must not forget about the fact that bankruptcy forecast has a priority 
over bankruptcy analysis. Kotormán (2009) emphasises that the results we receive must be proper 
in any case in order to quantify the danger of the bankruptcy and to qualify the enterprise accord-
ing to the bankruptcy or its avoidance.
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Studying chronologically, the initial starter models put financial and empirical examinations 
in the foreground. Imre (2007) writes that Ramster, Forster applied the financial indicators; 
Fitzpatrick, Winekor and Smith applied liquidity indicators and Back et al. (1996) applied a dif-
ferential deduced from operating and non-operating enterprises’ data to anticipate bankruptcy. 
Beaver’s research (1996) pioneered regarding the applicability of bankruptcy models. Beaver 
created a system of indicators that forecast with the help of multivariable linear equation. Atiya 
(2001) and Andrew (2006) also used the result of Beaver model in their bankruptcy prediction 
research.

Altman’s (1968) works are regarded as in important stage of the development of bankruptcy fore-
cast and the applicability of the statistical methods as well. The forecast model, carried out using 
the first multivariable discriminant-analysis harmonises of liquidity, returns, leverage, adequacy 
of assets and index groups of assets exploitation. He points out the ideal harmonisation of the 
enterprises’ operation risk indexes. Several publications have come into existence based on Alt-
man’s research. For example, Deakin (1972) and Blum (1974) created their forecast models with 
the help of discriminant-analysis. Using also their results Bernhardsen (2001), Charitou et al. 
(2004) and Dankovic et al. (2007) tried to lays foundations for better using in practice. Altman 
et al. (1977) chose 7 categories from 27 financial indicators according to the demands of the age 
and he modified the original forecast model. Fulmer, Springate and Comerford have also carried 
out their suggested model based on discriminant-analysis. Nowadays more researcher also have 
worked with the bankruptcy modelling, Tomescu-Dumitrescu – Holt (2013) concentrated the 
basics of Altman, Martin et al. (2014) have concentrated on the base parameters (critical factors) 
of the bankruptcy.

The difference is that they put a bigger emphasis on conclusions drawn from the factors that 
influence the liquidity (Arutyunajan, (2002 and Noszkay, 2002). Virág and Hajdú (1996, 1998), 
achieved an outstanding result in Hungary. They carried out examinations that can be applied 
with discriminant-analysis and logistical regression. Pang and Kogel (2013) also used the dis-
criminant analysis as likely appropriate measure in the establishment of bankruptcy prediction 
model. There were further methods that complete the discriminant-analysis, in the develop-
ment of the statistical methods. Ohlson (1980) made forecast models with the binary logistical 
regression’s method. Four years later Zmijewski (1984) declared in connection with the logistical 
regression’s method that putting sample items closer to each other the model can be refined, 
and the possibility of the deform-effect and that of the type II errors can be minimised. Olmeda 
and Fernandez (1997) declared that the result, received with the help of the neural network, 
surpassed the results of the discriminant-analysis ensuring the perfect classification. But in the 
international literature Avenhuis (2013) think that the good measures of bankruptcy prediction 
based on the results of the research of Altman’s, Ohlsen’s and Zmijewski’s prediction models. 
Virág-Kristóf (2005) also confirm the findings of Olmeda and Fernandez’s research and they 
declare that better results can be achieved with tests involving fewer samples than by applying 
methods of the discriminant-analysis or logistical regression.

It is important to emphasise that we should be careful to take a stand on the applicability of the 
models. Imre (2007) says that in case of one-variable indicators it is hard to define the results re-
ceived from the applied method, mainly because several indicators might contradict each other. 
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Virág (2004) agrees with this idea too, as the method does not take into consideration the fact 
that the constellation of indicators can also forecast bankruptcy, and it does not consider the cor-
relation arising among indicators. In connection with Altman’s indicator, Imre (2007) declares 
that in case companies that do not take a part in the stock-exchange process it is difficult to fore-
cast. In connection with the improved method, Altman et al. (1977) say that despite innovations 
the original model can produce better results.

Against the contention of Altman’s the literature (Yang, 2001, Brédart, 2013, Balogh, 2012) 
believes that the neural net might be is the best model that could be help the researchers and 
also the management of firms for bankruptcy prediction. However, it should be noted that the 
literature has significant reservation regarding to the neural network analysis. A problem in the 
application of the method is the black box effect, the role of random factors, the possibility of 
reproduction, the possibility of the exist of more local minimums, the interpretation for practi-
cal applications and the difficulties of interpretation of relative contribution of the explanatory 
variables.

We try to answer the question: ‘What are the possibilities, irrespectively of the profile and activ-
ity, to provide relevant information for the management of the enterprise. Additionally, is there a 
reliable general model that can be applied in case of Hungarian SME sector enterprises?

3. CReaTINg a mODel ON aN INITIal aND valIDaTION  
    sample
One of the initial or pioneering models of the statistical approach is called Altman Z-score 
formula (Altman 1968). Perhaps it is the best-known bankruptcy-forecast index. The research 
makes comparisons with the help of that; and at the same time, it incorporates several further 
models into the examination. The question is whether it is possible to create a complex indicator 
based on the statistical examination of the company-indicators one group that is able to forecast 
the potential bankruptcy of the given enterprise in a much higher rate than a random predic-
tion.

There is a need for a proper system of indicators, as the first step of its examination. After the 
summary of literature, we chose the economic indexes that we can find in the Herczeg-Juhász 
(2010) literature. It puts 26 pieces methodically proper index into the groups (such as liquidity, 
profitability, solvency, activity, etc. groups) that are wide well known in the literature.

At the next step, based on the economic data of 55 not bankrupted and 33 bankrupted enterpris-
es’ sample, we specify the yearly values, given to the above mentioned indicator number-system. 
Then, by the help of discriminant-analysis, we try to examine the indicator numbers that show 
getting into bankruptcy the best. Discriminant analysis is a multiple-variable method, with it we 
can classify (categorize) the cases (enterprises). We can identify significant distinguishing factors 
of the examined groups. The initial question of the discriminant-analysis is whether it is possible 
to estimate a connection to a certain group based on given variables. The discriminant-analysis 
has several preconditions. Contrary to this, logistical regression is much robust. That is why – if 
it is necessary – we examine the latter method as well.
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We try to make the validation of the results in several ways, too. First, we involve five indicators, 
declared by Altman in the analysis. The indicator was made by using the data of companies oper-
ating in different business environment and whose size is different from that of operating in the 
Hungarian SME sector. Based on this we can presume that the bankruptcy forecast of the exam-
ined SME companies can be described better with indicators of different contents. If the analysis 
produces the Altman-type indicators, this concept can be rejected. We compare the specification 
received from the given function with the results received from the models introduced earlier so 
that we can check if models discussed in the literature can give a better result than a new model 
which is based on the sample containing the data in Hungarian SMEs.

We compare the results on another independent sample containing 30 bankrupted and 30 non-
bankrupted companies. We examine what results models mentioned in the literature will pro-
duce. We also examine how accurate the model is which is based on the previous sample.

To the further examination of the forecast’s reality we step back a year in the economic data of 
the validation sample enterprises and we carry out specification of both models found in litera-
ture and that of new ones as well. We draw a conclusion based on their results.

As for sampling procedure, we have chosen the random sampling method. It brings up the 
question of the representation. Because of correct representation, given samples must follow 
the characteristics of the population in the most important elements. Two questions arise here: 
Regarding the examination, what are the most important characteristics? How are they divided 
inside the population? We should know that the companies bankrupted in the given year, in 
which aspects are different from the rate numbers of all the enterprises. For example, is the rate 
of the bankrupted enterprises is bigger in a given sized region or in a group of companies op-
erating in a given sector? That is, what aspects can have an effect on likelihood of bankruptcy? 
Moreover, we should know what the rate of the bankrupted enterprises is like in the given year, 
in the circle of all the bankrupted enterprises. In order to define the above-mentioned questions, 
there is no public available statistics for us, that is why random sampling can be regarded as a 
logical choice.

We would like to point out that both Altman and most other developers of the models in litera-
ture chose the circle of the examined enterprises in a guided way in order to satisfy the condi-
tional system of the chosen statistical examination. This is a huge disadvantage of the statistical 
methods; there will be reference to this at the review of the results.

Initial sample
At the initial stage of research we applied random sampling1 (SRS); we examined the balance 
and profit and loss account of (55 operating, and 33 bankrupted) enterprises. Considering their 
specification, we created groups based on the balance’s main total. 71.6% of the sample is me-
dium sized enterprises; 28.4% of them are small enterprises.

1 - Each member of the sampling frame have been selected the same probability, the availability of all mem-
bers of the population was provided by the database of the Hungarian E-report portal and Hungarian Official 
Journal.
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Tab. 1 – Figures of the initial per company type and bankruptcy situation. Source: own construc-
tion.

Not bankrupted Bankrupted
Small enterprises 17 8
Medium sized enterprises 38 25
Total 55 33

Discriminant-analysis
The statistical method of the discriminant-analysis served as the background of the examina-
tions (Sajtos-Mitev 2007). The discriminant-analysis is a multiple-variable method, whose help 
we can carry out the categorisation of the enterprises. We can identify the factors that distinguish 
the examined groups significantly. The initial question of the discriminant-analysis is whether 
it is possible to estimate the connection to a certain group considering given variables. Several 
conditions must be fulfilled in case of discriminant-analysis.

The dependent variable is measured on a nominal scale; while independent variables are meas-
ured on an interval or gold scale. The examination’s dependent variable is a variable that means 
the connection to a group, which is measured in a dichotomous (0.1 content) scale. The inde-
pendent variables are indicator numbers produced based on Herczeg-Juhász’s (2010) eight-fac-
tor model, and five indicators applied by Altman complete them. In fact this is a feedback if 
the Altman indicator elements are the most suitable to describe the bankruptcy forecast of the 
examined sample. The single cases are independent from each other; it can cause a problem at 
the multiple (panel) examinations, at the present case it is fulfilled by sampling. The groups are 
exclusive, an enterprise – bankrupted or not – cannot belong to both groups. The condition of 
the nearly same sized groups is not fulfilled. It would be a solution if we approached the bigger 
group’s case number – not bankrupted – to the smaller group’s case number. The number of the 
independent variables (26 + 5) is smaller than the case number of the smaller group; it is proper. 
At the same time, the total sample is small compared to the huge number of the independent 
variables; but we can solve it by decreasing the number of the variables. If the normality of the 
variables’ (normal distribution) ensuring the social science-surveys allow us a certain flexibility. 
The alteration from normality is caused by extreme values most of the time. Extreme values 
will be filtered by applying box plot. According to the variance-homogeneity’s (with other word 
the homoscedasticity) condition the variance of the independent variables, in the group of the 
dependent variable (bankrupted group, not bankrupted group) must be similar. According to the 
hypothesis, the covariance matrixes are not different in the dependent variable’s group. If the 
result of the test is not significant so, the Zero hypothesis will be accepted, the condition of the 
variance-homogeneity will be fulfilled. The non-fulfilment of this condition generally has got 
a connection to the existence of the extreme values among the formerly mentioned conditions 
and, to the low size of the sample or, to the different group sizes. The multicollinearity is an 
important condition so, the lack of the connection among the independent variables. Generally, 
it cannot be ensured perfectly. We cannot carry out the condition perfectly at this examination.

We used the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 for the analysis, the data of the examination built up from the 
data of the year before the bankruptcy (2011).
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The course of the examination
The examination involved 26 indicators and 5 indicators used by Altman. In order to fulfil the 
condition of multicollinearity, we have to filter the indicator numbers that correlate closely. That 
is why some indicator numbers were excluded at the first step; ones that showed a significant 
correlation (e.g. return on equity, return on assets and the total capital’s return are the indicators 
that correlate very much, it is enough to keep only one of them in the examination). Because of 
the strengths of correlation values, the following factors were excluded: return on equity, total 
capital’s returns and the entrepreneurial profit rate indicator that is proportionated to the entre-
preneur’s total capital. The return on assets indicator being in very close correlation with them 
is remained in the analysis. The gross pre-tax margin ratio and expense ratio were also removed; 
the indicator of the net pre-tax margin ratio correlating with them remained in the examination. 
The rate of the own capital showed a close correlation with the Altman X1, X2 and X3 indicators, 
that is why this indicator was removed as well. We can see a close correlation among the liquidity 
indicators (current ratio, quick ratio, operating cash flow ratio) and their indebtness ratio, too. 
No element was excluded here, as they can be important forecast indicators of the bankruptcy-
situation, it is worth selecting the most appropriate one.2 

We can see also a very close correlation among the Altman-type X1, and X3, X2 and X5 indica-
tors. However, we would like to keep them as control items, so they have not been excluded. 
Regarding the examination, of course, they are considered as a matter of compromise, and are 
subject to the researcher’s decision. Due to the lack of data, the inventory turnover ratio was also 
excluded.

Factor analysis would be an elegant statistical solution to compressing dimensions. We could 
compress the variables connecting to each other into „implicit” factors, reducing the number 
of the variables in a significant rate. The result, however, would not be less complicated, as we 
would receive the three-four-five most important factors. In fact, it would not mean that many 
indicators, but there would be much more of them that should be identified and weighted. There-
fore, it is certain that we would not reach the relation that we expected as a result.

Thus, significant indicators that are important because of grouping should be filtered in other 
way from among 24 in the examination. We have partly referred Altman’s work (1968) and we 
tried draw conclusions from the observation of different alternatives. All the combinations (par-
tial and complete) cannot be tested; so the researcher’s judgement is important in the analysis 
too. Based on the completed tests, there is need for excluding the extreme values of possible in-
dicators, which were produced taking box plots. However, it is not possible to filter the extreme 
values, because by removing all the extreme values of 24 variables, most cases would remain 
included (in case of one variable each), and only very few could remain in the analysis. The 
software running with stepwise method would load variables one by one into the analysis while 
running a discriminant-analysis; it would be possible to separate the significant indicators.

2 - Noting that these indexes does not necessarily added to the outcome because of this decision. The liquidity 
ratio is not included in Altman indicators.
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Results
Results arising from several observations, make it possible to describe a proper indicator group, 
that most determines how certain cases are related to groups. 

The rate of the current assets, the rate of the accounts receivable, the coverage ratio of the fixed 
assets (long-term debt plus equity rated to long-term assets) and the Altman type X4 (market 
value equity / book value of total debt) indicators have been involved.3 

The results of the analysis show that the last mentioned indicator would only be significant at 
α=0.159. The problem of the multicollinearity does not exist; it can be seen from the correlation-
matrix among the groups. The Box’s M-test is very sensitive, at the same time zero hypothesis 
could only be rejected just at the choice of a very low value, under 0.002, the condition of the 
variance-homogeneity can be fulfilled. The discriminant function has got a huge value (18.9 
relative importance). The huge value of the canonical correlation (0.975) shows that the formed 
discriminant function explains the difference among the groups at a huge rate. It explains the 
(0.9752=) 95% of the different variables’ variance. It is the low Wilks’-lambda value of the discri-
minant function and its significance that supports the explaining effect of the function is huge. 

Relative importance of the variables can be seen from standard discriminant co-efficients. We 
can also learn from it what we saw in the Wilks’-lambda value. Besides the relative efficiency of 
the leverage indicator, the other four indicators look small. This makes the biggest difference 
between the groups. It is also supported by the structure matrix including the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients.

As a result of the analysis we managed to reach a 100% rate of hit so, all the events will be put 
into their actual groups by the help of the discriminant function, including the chosen indica-
tors, after exclusions. We could reach a 50% rate with estimation; the result we got is worth com-
paring with this value. With the help of the software we have also examined the cross-validity 
of the analysis. The programme carried out the analysis several times, doing ‘leaving-one-out’ 
observation. At this case, it gave the same result (100%).

The value of the canonical discriminant (Z) function:

Z = 2.121-0.104 * D1 – 1.102 * D2 + 0.238 * D3 + 0.497 * D4 – 0.146 * X4

Where:

D1 = The rate of the current assets

D2 = The rate of the accounts receivable

D3 = the coverage ratio of the fixed assets

D4 = Leverage

X4 = market value equity 4/ book value of total debt5 

3 - The number of these indicators became five, not for the reason because there were combinations just for five 
indicators in the examination, there were tested groups also with more and less elements-numbers
4 - We understand under the market value equity, the market value of all the shares, being in the trade, at the 
small and medium sized enterprises we could use the book value of the own capital.
5 - The book value of total debt means the sum of all the short and long term depts.
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The limit value of connection to the group is Z=0. The value that is less than zero indicates 
belonging to the “bankruptcy-group”. Applying the function on the total sample produced a bad 
classification at 3 enterprises in the not-bankrupted group; and at 3 enterprises in the bankrupt-
ed group. We carried out the same examination for the five variables, used originally by Altman. 
On the ground of the results that we received, according to the cross-validity, the 57.6% of the 
cases were classified with the discriminant-function. We have to add, that excluding the extreme 
values, took place the five variables that were chosen originally, not according to the Altman 
indicators. It is important to stress the valid indicator’s role of the leverage in the sample. It is 
also important to declare that several exclusions did not help the fulfilment of all the conditions 
of the discriminant-analysis.

Binary logistical regression
As exclusions of extreme values took place in both groups, the condition of the almost same 
sized groups (21 vs. 38 cases) was not completed. The value of the Box’s M indicator was con-
vincing either; is that another essential condition was not completed either. Thus, besides the 
discriminant-analysis it is worth examining the relationships between variables with the help of 
the binary logistical regression. There is no stepwise process here, we examine the formerly cho-
sen variables and we enter them into the analysis at the same time (method: enter). This analysis 
is much robust; it has fewer pre-conditions than the discriminant-analysis. Moreover, it is not 
sensitive to different group-sizes. We do not have to consider extreme values either; logistical 
regression is also less sensitive to it. The multicollinearity – examination of the connections 
among the variables – took place with the help of correlation factors; our case number is big 
enough. The former exclusions that happened because of the extreme values have been deleted, 
every case (55 plus 33), is involved in the analysis.

Initially we could estimate with a 62.5% probability (if we do not estimate at random, but we 
choose the bigger group deliberately each time, we have a chance for 55/88*100=62.5%). In-
cluding our variables in the model, we can get an estimated value indicating how big part of 
the dependent variable’s variance will be explained by the independent variables’ combination. 
The 87.3% (Nagerle R-square) is considered to be very good. The model classified the group 
of bankrupted companies, with 90% probability (30 were good, 3 were wrong), and it catego-
rised the group of not bankrupted ones with 98.2% probability (54 were good, 1 was wrong). It 
means a total precision of 95.5% significance and, the Exp (B) indicator that shows the single 
contribution as, at the discriminant-analysis. The leverage indicator has an important role in the 
classification.

Neural network
We used the IBM SPSS Modeler 15.0 for the analysis. According to the literature (Kristóf, 2008) 
four-layer network with backpropagation algorithm should be used so that the first hidden layer 
contains six, the second hidden layer includes five neurons. Based on our attempts on the initial 
sample we found that the MLP (multilayer perceptron) network containing two hidden layer with 
six and four neurons gives the best overall accuracy. Besides the 2 failure on the initial sample there 
was the lowest overtraining, namely the best result on the validation sample. This analysis has also 
showed the leverage indicator the most important.
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Utilizing the possibilities of the software we ran some analysis (e.g. discriminant analysis, lo-
gistic regression, neural networks) parallel. This result confirm the literature (Imre, 2008), the 
neural network is shown to be the best method. Decision tree algorithms (recursive partitioning 
algorithm) was run, of which the C5.0 gave the best results, it gave also 2 incorrect classification 
resulted on the initial sample, but the classification results on the validation sample is worse than 
the neural network’s.

Comparing models to the initial sample
The sample has been applied to most models published in literature. The results are shown in 
table 2.

Tab. 2 – How to understand the results. Source: own construction.

Valid classification  
into a group

The group classification given back by the model

Bankrupted Operating

Bankrupted OK H1

Not bankrupted  
(operating)

H2 OK

H1 The bankrupted group indicated their sum any enterprises, as operating ones so, they are not 
indicated among the bankrupted ones.

H2 The operating indicated its some enterprises as bankrupted ones so, they are indicated among 
the operating ones.

H1 and H2 can be called type I and type II errors.

In connection with the operating enterprises one of the lowest mistake-value was given by the 
Hungarian regression model, which is connection with Virág-Kristóf. However, in case of bank-
rupted enterprises, 28 of 33 were defined in a wrong way. Thus, the indicator is not sensitive 
enough; altogether it is completely insensitive. In case of most enterprises, it does not indicate 
a bankruptcy. The Springate and Zmijewski model shows a similar good value but even at this 
cases the model indicated exactly just at the operating enterprises. It shows 87.9% and a 84.8% 
failure at the bankrupted group. The Altman’s model shows a medium value as it is working 
with a 30.9% failure at the operating enterprises and with a 51.5% failure at bankrupted enter-
prises. The applied discriminant model reinforced with the binary logistical regression, without 
exclusion of extreme values, classified 3 companies in case of both operating and bankrupted 
enterprises. It meant 5.5% and 9.1% failure. Both of the neural network and the decision tree 
algorithm bring 2 failure on the whole sample. We can say that the own analysis taken to the 
actual sample produced almost perfect result. The models preferred by the literature (e.g. neural 
network) perform better among the own models.
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Tab. 3 – The failure values of the crisis management’s models, projected onto the initial sample. 
Source: own construction.

Indicated 
among the op-

erative ones

Percentage 
(%)

Not indicated 
among the 

bankrupted ones

Percentage 
(%)

Altman 17 30.9 17 51.5
Springate 3 5.5 29 87.9
Comerford 24 43.6 15 45.5
Ohlson 30 54,5 13 39.4
Zmijewski 3 7.3 28 84.8
Virág-Hajdú discriminant 14 25.5 26 78.8
Virág-Hajdú regression 1 1.8 28 84.8
Own discriminant model 3 5.5 3 9.1
Own logistical regression model 1 1.8 3 9.1
Own neural network model 2 (2.3%)
Own decision tree (C5.0) model 2 (2.3%)

Eventually, we came to a conclusion that any of the indicators would indicate the fact relatively 
well that an enterprise that is operating. However, in connection with the bankruptcy almost all 
the indicators insensitive; they do not react in a right way; they are not proper for forecast either. 
In case we need a forecast, none of the models in the literature is reliable. Most probably, they 
will not be able to forecast the bankruptcy where it would be necessary. However, our own model 
was able to produce quite accurate value. In order to confirm or reject the validity of the model 
we have applied a validity sample to the above-mentioned models.

The validity sample
We have applied the method of random sampling at collecting samples. As you can see (table 4) 
we have analysed data of 60 companies from the year of 2011 (30 operating and 30 bankrupted 
ones).

Tab. 4 – The validity sample’s values understood for company type and bankruptcy. Source: own 
construction.

Not bankrupted Bankrupted

Small enterprise 7 12
Medium sized enterprise 23 18
Total 30 30

Comparison of the models
We have also applied some crisis forecast models available in the literature. The results are as 
follows (table 5):
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Considering operating enterprises, Zmijewski’s profit model can state with a 100% precision 
whether an enterprise is able to operate or not. The next one is the Springate Discriminant 
analysis and the Virág-Kristóf logistical regression examination too. The result of discriminant 
analysis applied with the introduced samples and the initial one are totally the same as that of 
Virág-Hajdú examinations. However, classifying to the bankruptcy group is a problem, too. 
Zmijewski’s model works with 50% limit of error (that is the same as random estimation); Sprin-
gate’s model’s 63.3% mistake and that of Virág-Hajdú’s and our own discriminant model’s re-
sults are even worse than that. Ohlson’s model classifying to the bankrupted group “has won”. 
It made a mistake in case of 2 enterprises; it means 6.7% mistake. Contrary to this, this model 
places operating companies into an improper category with 63.3% rate of mistake. The neural 
network performs best among our own models; however, it is also burdened with a significant 
number of errors.

Tab. 5 – The failure values of crisis management models regarding the validity sample. Source: 
own construction.

Indicated among 
the operative 

ones

Percentage 
(%)

Not indicated 
among the 

bankrupted ones

Percentage 
(%)

Altman 6 20,0 9 30
Springate 1 3.3 19 63.3
Comerford 6 20.0 6 20.0
Ohlson 19 63.3 2 6.7
Zmijewski 0 0.0 15 50.0
Virág-Hajdú discriminant 3 10.0 18 60.0
Virág-Hajdú regression 2 6.7 27 90.0
Own discriminant model 3 10.0 18 60.0
Own logistical regression model 23 (38,3%)
Own neural network model 16 (26,7%)
Own decision tree (C5.0) model 27 (45,0%)

Indicators, taken from the literature, work with a great error-rate and insensitivity in this sam-
ple. However, this statement applies to our own model as well, regarding the initial sample. The 
validation is not successful; the model shows a great insensitivity. We can declare that universal 
statistical solutions themselves alone are not necessarily applicable.  There is need for the exper-
tise of a professional experienced in economy. Taking some elements of the complex system of 
the economy and drawing conclusions from them, means disregarding some important factors, 
which leads mistakes in many cases. Managing complexity, there is a need to involve an expert 
and his competence in order to carry out a proper evaluation. The methods can help the support 
of it.

Being a forecast, the models were created to be able to show the anticipated crisis and bank-
ruptcy at least a year ahead. That is why; forecast indicators of the previous crisis were run down 
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on the validity figures of 2010 (table 6). The results were similar to those of the 2011 sample. 
Zmijewski’s model classifies the operating enterprises into the operating groups with a 100% 
accuracy. However, it works with a 70% failure regarding the bankrupted group. At the present 
case even the Springate, Virág-Hajdú and our own discriminant models produce 1 failure among 
operating enterprises. It makes a failure in the other group with a 63.6%, 60% and 66.7% prob-
ability. Focusing on the accuracy of the bankrupted group, Ohlson’s model turns out to be the 
most accurate. It did not indicate bankruptcy at 6 enterprises, which means 20% failure. How-
ever, it produces higher than 60% failure among operating ones.

Therefore, we can conclude that considering either the present year or the previous one, the 
models are insensitive; they do not forecast the bankruptcy in a proper way, and they produce a 
high rate of type I and type II errors.

Tab. 6 – The failure values of the crisis management models regarding the validity sample (previ-
ous year’s data). Source: own construction.

Indicated among 
the operative 

ones

Percentage 
(%)

Not indicated 
among the 

bankrupted ones

Percentage 
(%)

Altman 7 13.3 1 36.7
Springate 1 3.3 9 63.3
Comerford 4 13.3 10 33.3
Ohlson 20 66.7 6 20.0
Zmijewski 0 0.0 21 70
Virág-Hajdú discriminant 1 3.3 18 60.0
Virág-Hajdú regression 2 6.7 29 96.7
Own discriminant model 1 3.3 20 66.7

Discriminant analysis and logistical regression in a validity sample
As the results of the validation are not proper, a question remains: which factors might be de-
terminant at the classification. The discriminant analysis was also tested on the validity sample 
in the above-described way. It was carried out in order to highlight the most important factors 
of grouping within the relevant sample. Exclusion of extreme values would have shortened the 
sample very much; moreover, the Box’s M indicator’s value was convincing either, we had com-
pleted the examination with binary logistical regression. As a result:

the indicator of the long term dynamic liquidity,

the indicator of average pre-tax margin ratio,

and the Altman type X2 indicator got into the analysis.

They are the most important ones; involving other indicators will not improve the classification, 
or just to a very little extent. According to Nagerle R-square indicator, the combination of three 
indicators (as independent variables), explains a 61.1% rate of the variance of the dependent 
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variable. On the ground of the conducted analysis (binary logistical regression), in case of bank-
rupted enterprises, the model classified 8 of 30 into a wrong place (73.3% accuracy). In case of 
the not bankrupted enterprises, it categorized 3 (also from 30, it is a 90% accuracy). Altogether, 
this means 81.7% accuracy.

It is worth seeing what classification would the model produce in the initial sample. The result 
of the binary regression: the value of the Nagerle R-square is just 28.7%. Regarding bankrupted 
enterprises, the model classifies 21 of 33 them into a wrong place (36.4% accuracy). In case of 
not bankrupted enterprises, this is 2 (also from 55, it is 96.4% accuracy). Altogether, it is 73.9% 
accuracy. 

This summary seems to be nice but considering it to be the 62.5% minimum value, explained 
at the analysis of the initial starting sample, it cannot be regarded as extreme. (Because of equal 
sample sizes at random validity sample, the probability is 50%. The result of 81.7% has to be re-
lated to this.) Furthermore, the model is wrong on the one hand: it is not sensitive enough; it does 
not really indicate in case of a bankruptcy. Therefore, we cannot come to universally applicable 
solution at the analysis of the validity sample. Testing the model on the initial sample produced 
worse results than expected.

4. OUTCOmes, DeDUCTIONs, CONClUsIONs
The research explains and examines bankrupted and operating enterprises with discriminant 
analysis and logistical regression method. Taking an initial sample, it tests the efficiency of the 
bankruptcy forecast models of literature on random samples from the Hungarian SME sector. 
Our own models are also tested on the samples. The fact that our own models are applicable only 
on the initial sample with an outstanding result was justified on one validation sample. In addi-
tion, it has been proven that the devised models are just as insensitive to bankruptcy forecast as 
the ones in the literature. Our aim was not to create a unique model in this paper, so not to strive 
in order to refine our models, we tried to show that when examining specific companies (e.g. 
banking practice) the different methods should not be used automated. It has also been proven 
that complex statistical solutions themselves will not surely reach the aims; there is a need for the 
experienced expert’s competence. Picking some items, and drawing conclusions on their basis 
will lead to type I and type II errors in several cases. Taking it into consideration, it has been 
emphasised that statistics can provide crucial information for the management of a company. 
However, the efficiency of bankruptcy forecast more dependent on complex evaluation based 
experts’ experience rather than on numeric values of equations.

Of course, the research does not say that the bankruptcy methods used in literature have abso-
lutely lost their genuineness. It just draws attention to the fact that (1.) economic circumstances 
of Hungarian enterprises cannot be compared to that of big foreign companies. Thus, they 
cannot help with accurate decision-making regarding SMEs. (2.) Significant narrowing of the 
complexity of economic features, formalised decision-making can lead to faulty results in many 
cases. 
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The research introduces two overall conclusions:

The examined critical indicators are partly suitable for the analysis of the current situation 
of the enterprise. However, they do not forecast the bankruptcy on their own. Crisis man-
agement models, however, are rather insensitive regarding classification to the bankruptcy-
group. Elimination of greater type I and type II errors cannot be solved.

Models can be created based on statistics, but these models turned out to be rather inac-
curate regarding examination of single enterprises.

Drawing a conclusion from the mentioned suppositions, we can say that on the one hand it was 
justified that with the use of statistical methods it is not possible to create an indicator that pro-
duces a general forecast relevant to enterprises in the sector. The own models proved that with 
the help of complex synthesis of economic data it is possible to create a model on a given sample 
that forecasts the risk of bankruptcy more accurately. However, its general extension did not 
prove to be successful. Most indicators cited in literature have produced almost the same result. 
Most of the models prove the exactly the fact: if an enterprise is able for the operation; and it 
will classify that into this group. However, regarding bankrupted enterprises it cannot say much 
more accurately than random estimation (50% probability) whether enterprises have actually 
gone bankrupt.

On the other hand, it has been proved that none of the indicator results has changed compared 
to the previous year. Neither formerly published literature models, nor our discriminant model 
created on our own initial sample is able to forecast whether an enterprise will actually go bank-
rupt in a year’s time. Models take place with a big number of errors in the bankrupted group 
and they are wrong at the examination of the previous year’s data mostly at the same enterprises. 
Altogether, we can say that the models do not give the necessary information in connection with 
the bankruptcy-situation. Suggestions of the models can only be used with professional evalua-
tion of an expert.
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